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Exposure Draft Derecognition - Proposed amendments to lAS 39 and IFRS 7 

We are responding to your invitation to comment on the above draft amendments to lAS 39 and 
IFRS 7 on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers, 

Following consultation with members of the PricewaterhouseCoopers network of firms, this 
response summarises the views of member firms who commented on this exposure draft 
"PricewaterhouseCoopers" refers to the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers 
International Limited, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. 

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the Board's proposals on this important tOPIC We 
recognise the significant efforts that the Board is making to respond to current economic events 
and the requests of the Financial Stability Forum. 

In view of the commonality of financing structures around the world, we believe it is essential that 
they are accounted for In the same way under different accounting regimes. Consequently we 
support the IASB and the FASB working together to develop a converged standard. We 
acknowledge the need for a solution to be finalised quickly but would nonetheless encourage the 
Boards to take account of comments from both consultation processes before finalising a standard 
at the same time. 

Basic principle 

An asset is defined In the Frarnework as a resource controlled by the entity as a result of past 
events and from Wllich future economic benefits are expected to flow to the entity Given the 
Impol'lance of tile concept of control Ifl thiS (Jefinltlon we support [tie Boards proposal to establish 
control as the pnnclple underlymg the derecognltlon assessment. f::urtllermore as we II1dlcated III 

our response to your InVitation to comment on the Exposure Draft ED 10 Consolidated FinanCial 
Statements, we believe that any changes to accountin9 for derecogllltion rnust be consistent Willi 
the revised consolidation reqUirements. It IS also important to ensure that tile resulting 
derecognition model IS consistent with tile anticipated amendments to the claSSification and 
measurernent requirements for financial Instruments in lAS 39. 

Proposed model 

We do not support the derecognltlon model set out 111 the exposure draft since 1\ does not result In 

accountlii9 that reflects the transferor's exposlile to the rt\jhts and obl19atlons of the finanCial asset 



We acknowledge that some have criticised accounting standards for permitting the removal of too 
many financial assets from the balance sheet. However, we do not support the retention of 
financial assets on the balance sheet which no longer meet the definition of an asset. It IS 
important to strike the right balance by recognising the extent of the reporting entity's remalliing 
control of and rights to the cash flows of the asset rather than allowing subsequent accounting to 
be unduly Influenced by the extent of previoLis Involvement In the asset 

For example, under the proposed model it is likely that few, if any, factoring arrangements will be 
derecognised, since the transferor typically retains serVicing rights that would be considered to be a 
form of continuing involvement in the absence of removal rights, Equally, securitisation transactions 
in which the entity retains an insignificant and disproportionate interest in the transferred assets 
(such as a senior interest) will also fail derecognition, resulting in the recognition of an associated 
liability in respect of which the transferor has no obligation to transfer resources, other than to pass 
on cash received from the assets in an agency capacity Repurchase agreements, however, will 
achieve derecognition, despite these being viewed almost universally as financing arrangements 
with the transferred asset being collateral held against a borrowing 

The proposed model contains a definition of control based on an assessment of whether the 
transferee has the practical ability to dispose of the asset in its entirety, We believe that the test for 
control should consider whether the transferor has retained control over the asset, rather than 
whether the transferee has obtained control. Delaying derecognition until the transferee has 
gained control results in the recognition of assets that the transferor no longer controls, and 
therefore results in the continued recognition of assets that do not meet the Framework definition, 
Defining control in this way (ie by assessing control from the perspective of the transferee rather 
than from that of the transferor as the reporting entity) would not be consistent with the proposals in 
ED10 which considers control from the perspective of the reporting entity Put another way, 
recognition of financial assets and the consolidation of subsidiaries are determined based on 
evaluating the rights of the reporting entity over the financial asset or subject entity Derecognition 
and deconsolidation should be determined in the same way (that is, from the perspective of the 
reporting entity) 

Alternative View 

At a conceptual level, we support the approach outlined in the Alternative View in the exposure 
draft This model has the following advantages over the proposed model 

" It results In the recognition of assets where the reporting entity has control over the futUre 
economic benefits Inherent in the asset, and does not result in the recognition of liabilities for 
which the entity has no obligation to give up its resources: 

II! It conSiders control over the cash flows of the asset from the transferor'S perspective, and 
avoids an overlay of risks and rewards: 

" It is not built on the prernise that assets are sticky' two enlities Wltl! ti,e same contractual 
rights and obligations will account fOI- them consistently, Irrespective of whether one of the 
entities previously owned the transferred asset and 

.. It significantly reduces cornplexity In determining when financial assets should be derecognlsed 
compared to both the current rnodel and the proposed model 

The rllodel outlined III the Alternative View IS likely to result III more tr'ansfers of financial assets 
acilleving lierecogmtion of the oflginal asset. altllOugh It does reqUire reC09r1ltion of the I'etallled 
fights and obligations In those transferred assets Some may view thiS outcome as InconSistent 
with the perceived need for less derecoqnltlon On balance. we bE?lieve users Will be best served 
by reprf!Sentmg on the balance sheet only those flll(HlClcll Instruments which the entity controls or 
for which It has the otlilgation to 91ve Lip ItS resources Howevel. we are concemecJ that tillS Inodel 
results In gain or loss l-ecoqnll1on In the InCOI1W statement on i3 flnanel,1i asset In Its entirety even 
though there has been no chanqe In Its IIqhts to sOlne of the lIncJellYIfl~J cash flows of that asset 



While selective gain recognition IS possible today through wash sales of assets traded in an active 
market. the Alternative View would extend the recognition of such gains to illiquid assets 

The Alternative View also results in derecognition of financial assets transferred in repurchase 
agreements and securities lending arrangements. These transactions are well understood by both 
preparers and users to be financings and should, in our view. be accounted for as such 

To address these perceived shortcomings of the Alternative View, we set out below some possible 
amendments to that model 

Gain recognition for retained interests 

As indicated above, the model outlined in the Alternative View allows gain or loss recognition on 
the whole asset even if the transferor'S retained interest in the underlying cash flows is substantially 
unchanged. One way to address this would be to require the transferor to assess the extent to 
which its exposure to those cash flows has changed In such a way as to change the measurement 
basis of the retained asset. Therefore we propose that, where the cash flows underlying its retained 
interest in the financial asset are substantially generated by the transferred asset, and the 
retained interest qualifies for amortised cost measurement, no gain or loss should be recognised 
relating to the retained interest The carrying amount of the transferred asset would be allocated 
between the retained interest and the other assets or liabilities received based on relative fair 
values. However, where the retained interest is one that would be carned subsequently at fair 
value or is not substantially generated by the transferred asset, this revision would recognise that 
the transaction has resulted in a substantial change In the entity's exposure to the rights and 
obligations associated with the underlying cash flows and a gain or loss would be recognised on 
initial recognition of the retained interest. Since this issue arises from the existence of a mixed 
attribute measurement model for financial assets, its significance will depend on the final outcome 
of the Board's deliberations on the classification and measurement of financial instruments. 

Repurchase agreements and securities lending arrangements 

Repurchase agreements and securities lending arrangements are unique transactions where the 
transferor of the financial asset will receive the same (or substantially the same) asset that it 
transferred, usually within a short time frame. Although one could argue that the economics of 
these arrangements are similar to a sale of the financial asset with a forward repurchase 
commitment, these transactions differ from a typical forward purchase agreement in that the 
transferor is (i) paid the interest and dividends from the transferred asset and (iI) assured that the 
transferred asset will be returned via the prOVision of collateral that IS valued daily and adjusted 
frequently for changes in the market value of the transferred asset. The transferor is entitled to the 
collateral should the transferee default. However, the transferee is exposed to the transferor's 
credit risk on the return of cash (ie the repurchase price). similar to a secured lender in a financing. 
These prOVISions are not typical of forward contracts where collateral arrangements generally 
protect only the fair value of the forward for both counterpartles. The argument presented above IS 
deSCribed In the basis of conclusions In gUidance on transfers of financial assets III US standards. 
which view these transaclions as borrowings rather than sales with retained forward purchase 
contracts 

We unejerstand tilat aCCOlJl1tlllg for these transactions as fillancll19s refl(~cts users and preparers 
shared view of them and, as a result, we believe that tillS would facilitate a user's understanding of 
the Impact of these particular' transactions on the finanCial statements We therefore pmpose that 
the definition of d transfer be amendeci to expliCitly exclude assets Sllt))(~ct to these types of 
repurchase arranqements 

Disclosures 

We support tile need for addltlollal cilsclosures arounej the transferor's exposurE: to risk as a result 
of transfers of finanCial assets but do not believe that thiS IS best act)J(:v(oci by a comprehenSIVe? list 

(3) 



of disclosure requirements Paragraphs 420 and 42E require a voluminous amount of information 
to be disclosed that may obscure relevant information with an excess of detail. 

We recommend the establishment of a principle for disclosures focusing on the risk retained by the 
transferor. The principle should be applied to all financial assets that are the subject of transfers 
and in whictl the entity has retained an interest. Under such a principle, an entity would be 
required to disclose information to the extent that it is necessary for an understanding of the effect 
that such transactions have, or may have, on its financial position, profit or loss, liquidity and capital 
resources. 

Our responses to the specific questions In the exposure draft are attached In Attachment A to this 
letter If you have any questions on the content of this letter, please do not hesitate to contact 
Richard Keys, PwC Global Chief Accountant (+442072124555), or Pauline Wallace (+44 20 7804 
1293). 

Yours faithJully 

! ! 

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 



Derecognition - amendments to 39 IFRS 7 
Attachment A 
Response to Detailed Questions 

Introduction 

As discussed in our covering letter, we do not support the model proposed in the exposure 
draft and we have proposed an amended version of the model outlined in the Alternative View 
However, In the interests of Ilelping the Board If It were to continue with the proposed model. 
we have nevertheless responded to the questions that were presented In the exposure draft 
in that context. Our detailed comments should not. however, be taken as support for the 
proposed model 

Question 1 - Assessment of 'the 
reporting entity level 

and 'continuing involvement' 

Do you that the determination of the item (ie the Asset) to be 
evaluated for derecognition and the assessment of continuing 
involvement should be made at the level of the reporting entity (see 
paragraphs 15A, AG37 A AG47 A)? If not, why? What would you 
propose instead, and why? 

We agree that the determination of the Asset to be evaluated for derecognition, and the 
assessment of continuing involvement, should be made at the level of the reporting entity 

Question 2 - Determination of 'the Asset' to be assessed for 
derecognition 

Do you agree with the criteria proposed in paragraph 16A for what 
qualifies as the item (ie the Asset) to be assessed for derecognition? If 
not, why? What criteria would you propose instead, and why? 
(Note The Criteria proposed in paragraph 16A are the same as those in fA S 39.) 

As noted In our covering letter, we do not support the derecognition model set out in the 
exposure draft (the "proposed model"), Instead, we agree with the concept underlYing the 
Alternative View in the exposure draft that the unit of account is the entire asset: control 
should be assessed at this level. 

If, however, the Board continues with the approach proposed In tile exposure draft. in the 
context of 1I1at model we would support the application of derecognltlon principles to a part of 
a financial asset in those circurnstances in W[ilCh it IS allowed at present by lAS 3916, namely 
where the part comprises 

(a) specifically IdentifiecJ cash flows of the asset, 
(b) a fully proportionate share of the cash flows of the asset; or 
(c) a fully proportionate share of speCifically Identified cash flows of the asset 

We note that Item (C) has been reilloved III palagraph 16/\ of the exposure draft. ThiS would 
appear to repr(;osent a change to the curren! requirements that WOUld, for eXclmple prevent an 
entity from assessJIlg for derecognitloll 50% of the Interest coupon on a debt Instrument In 
which It retained the lemalnlng cash flows of the asset We do not support thiS change 

We note that para~W:lpllS16A and AGt12A do not contain the (0Xlstlng requirement tOl' assets 
to I)e slfTli1ar If) order to I)e cOllslderecJ t0gether as d 9rouP of assets Ifl the delecogilitioll test 
We support thiS ameIHJIlH?llt. as tillS concept has caused difficulties In practice However the 
application of AU,l;;!, III the di)sence of aSlmilal' asset requirement l11ill1cJates that all 



transfers of groups of assets must be assessed as a single group (to the extent that none of 
the assets in the group is an instrument that may be an asset or liability over its life) We are 
concerned that this may result In assets transferred together, but which possess different 
risks, 'tainting' tile entire portfolio, For example, an entity may transfer a portfolio of 
receivables that incorporates both functional currency and foreign currency assets, It IS 
common in some Jurisdictions for the entity to remain exposed to movements In the spot 
exchange rate following the date of transfer of the foreign currency receivables (typically a 
small part of the overall portfolio), but to have no continuing involvement in the functional 
currency receivables The proposed model would prevent derecognitlon of any receivables In 

such a situation due to the tainting effect of part of the group We therefore recommend that 
an entity be allowed to elect to sub-divide the group into smaller groups that possess different 
characteristics, and perform separate derecognition tests for each sub-group 

It is unclear whether the term 'groups of financial assets' in AG42A is intended to exclude 
insurance contracts associated with the transfer of pre-insured receivables, as insurance 
contracts meet the definition of financial assets yet are scoped out from the requirements of 
lAS 39, The transfer of pre-insured receivables is a common scenario in factoring 
arrangements; the amendment should be clear regarding the application of any proposed 
derecognition test to such instruments, 

Question 3- nition 'transfer' 

Do you ree with the definition of a proposed in raph 9? 
If not, why? How would you propose to amend the definition instead, 
and why? 

We agree with the inclusion of a broad definition of what constitutes a transfer for the 
purposes of the derecognition test. However, we note that both the proposed and alternative 
models in the exposure draft result in derecognition of financial assets that are transferred yet 
subject to a repurchase agreement or stock lending arrangement. As discussed In more 
detail in our covering letter, these are unique transactions with provisions that may appear to 
be similar to the sale of a financial asset with a forward repurchase commitment but which 
contain provisions that are not typical of forward contracts, We understand that accounting 
for these transactions as financings reflects users' and preparers' shared view of them and 
believe that this should be recognised in the Board's proposals We therefore recommend 
that the definition of a transfer should be amended to exclude the delivery of a financial asset 
(or substantially the same asset) that the entity is required to repurchase in the future so that 
these transactions can continue to be accounted for as secured financlngs, 

The transfer definition incorporates reference to the passage of 'economic benefits underlying 
one or more of its assets', It is unclear to which rights the term economic benefits IS Intended 
to apply, ottler than fights to cash flows underlYing the Asset BC8-BC 1 0 provides gUidance 
regardlflg the term future economic benefits, III particular the reference to benefits aflslIlg 
from eilrect or Incilrect access to cash flows (or the Instrument transferreci) that we [)elleve 
should be elevated to the stanciard We also recommend that the definition be amencied to 
clarify that It relates only to the transfer of fmancial assets, Including finanelill collateral 

Question 4 - Determination of 'continuing involvement' 

Do you ree with the 'continuing involvement' filter proposed in 
pa raph 17A(b), and also the exceptions made to 'continuing 
involvement' in paragraph 18A? If not, why? What would you propose 
instead, and why? 



Even if the Board continues with the approach proposed in the exposure draft, we do not 
support the inclusion of a 'continuing involvement' filter. 

This filter represents a risks and rewards overlay that is inconSistent with the move to a 
control model This overlay is required in the proposed model principally due to a flawed 
definition of control: an outright sale of an instrument that is not quoted in an active market 
would otherwise not achieve derecognitlon unless It was possible to demonstrate that the 
transferee has the practical ability to dispose of the asset. A more natural interpretation of the 
term "control" would focus on the extent to which the transferor continues to have the ability to 
control the asset, which would make the additional risks and rewards filter unnecessary. 

Furthermore, the term continuing involvement captures items that are insignificant to the risks 
and rewards of the transferred asset, such as the retention of servicing rights in a fiduciary or 
agency relationship (irrespective of whether there are removal rights) We do not believe that 
such incidental features of a transfer should be determining factors in the derecognition test 

While certain items have been scoped out in paragraphs 18A and AG49A we do not support 
the inclusion of such a list of exceptions to continuing involvement A list of exceptions 
without an underlying principle may not be capable of application to transactions that are 
economically Similar but have a different form, and therefore any list is likely to be Incomplete 
For example, we believe that a transferor's ability to issue discretionary credit notes against 
factored receivables (often referred to as 'dilution risk') should not constitute a continuing 
involvement that would prevent derecognition. To the extent that the Board retains a 
continUing involvement filter in the way currently defined, we believe that a principle should be 
established that defines those forms of continuing involvement in the cash flows of the asset 
that should be taken into account. We also recommend that any guidance regarding fiduciary 
or agency arrangements should be consistent with that incorporated in any new consolidation 
standard. 

Question 5 - 'Practical ability to transfer for own benefit' test 

Do you agree with the proposed 'practical ability to transfer' 
derecognition test in paragraph 17A(c)? If not, why? What would you 
propose instead, and why? 
(Note. Other than the for the transferee's own benefit' supplement, the 'practical ability to 
transfer' test proposed in paragraph 17A(c) is the same as the control test in lAS 39) 

Do you agree with the 'for the transferee's own benefit' test proposed as 
part of the 'practical ability to transfer' test in paragraph 17 A(c)? If not, 
why? What would you propose instead, and why? 

If the Board continues with the approach proposed In the exposure draft we do not agree Wltli 
the proposedpraclical ability to transfer for the transferee's own benefit' test III paragraph 
17(c) As we noted in our covering letter, we believe tllat any revIsions to the derecognltion 
framework rnust be corlslstent witll the elefinltlon of all asset In the Framework and With the 
proposed cOllsolidatloll requirements Consequently, the test for control should be based on 
the retention of control over the asset by the transferor lattler Ulall whether tile transferees 
al)illty to exercise control Defining control III tillS way would be consistent With both the 
deflilition of an asset and the proposals III U)1 0 

AsseSSing tile retention of control by tile transferor or the receipt of control IJY the transferee 
should proVide consistent conclusions However, gaps appear due to tile deflilition of control 
used III the derecognillon exposure draft. Tile reqUirement that the transferee should Ilave a 



practical ability to dispose 1 of the asset relies disproportionately on a single indicator of 
whether the transferee controls the asset. 

For example, consider the transfer of an unquoted financial asset to a third party. As part of 
the transfer, the transferor has written a put option over the asset that is presently out of the 
money Since the transferee does not have the practical ability to dispose of the asset, as 
defined in AG52L(b) of the exposure draft, the transferor would be considered as retaining 
control of the asset. While the transferor has retained certain risks associated with the asset. 
the transferor does not have present access to the cash flows of the asset in the above 
scenario, nor does it have any rights or obligations associated with those cash flows The 
transferor has adopted a stand-ready obligation to buy back the asset If required to do so, but 
does not have the ability to require the transferee to return the asset so as to deprive the 
transferee of the benefit of those cash flows Accordingly, we do not believe that the 
transferor controls the asset 

We support the control concept that underlies the Alternative View, which assesses whether 
the transferor has control over all of the future economic benefits inherent in the asset, and an 
ability to restrict others' access to those benefits. The unit of account in the Alternative View 
is the entire asset; if tile transferor loses control over any of the future economic benefits 
inherent in the asset, its interest (if any) in the transferred asset represents a different asset 
Our views regarding the measurement of assets received and liabilities incurred as part of the 
transfer are set out in our response to Question 7. 

Question 6 - Accounting for ined i 

Do you agree with the proposed accounting (both recognition and 
measurement) for an interest retained in a financial asset or a group of 
financial assets in a transfer that qualifies for derecognition (for a 
retained interest in a financial asset or group of financial assets, see 
paragraph 21 A; for an interest in a financial asset or group of financial 
assets retained indirectly through an entity, see paragraph 22A)? If not, 
why? What would you propose instead, and why? 
(Note. The accounting for a retained Interest in a financial asset or group of financial assets 
that is proposed il) paragraph 21A is not a change from lAS 39. However, the guidance for a/J 
interest 117 a financial asset or group of financial assets retained indirectly through an entity as 
proposed in paragraph 22A is /Jew.) 

As noted in our covering letter, we do not agree with the proposed model included in the ED 
If, however, the Board contillues with this approach, we would agree with the proposed 
accounting for a direct interest retained In a financial asset or a group of finanCial assets 
(paragraph 21A). 

We agree with the accounting proposed for the retained Interest by paragraph 22A where [t,e 
IIlterest retained is held indirectly through a speCial purpose entity with no other assets. 
liabilities or operations, such tllat ttlere IS no substantive change III the entity's holding \)efore 
and after the transaction However. In these Circumstances. It is likely that the speCial 
purpose entity wouleJ be consolidated by the transferor and tllerefore tllele IS no cJerecognltioll 
from the perspectlvl~ of the group Wllen~ the holdll1g In the tl-allsferee entity IS more Indirect. 
we support the COllllTlents III AV14 that the approach IS unlikely to be operational slflce the 
transferor may not be aware of all the assets and liabilities held by the transfer-ee 

flaragl aphl1 A(c) refers to ti,e 'practical ability to transfer ti1(~ asset However. It IS clear 
from the application gUlcJance contained Iii /\(;52B that lhe requirement IS ltlat the transfert:e 
lIas the practical ability to dispose of the asset 



Question 7- ch nition of financ 

Having gone through the steps/tests of the proposed approach to 
derecognition of financial assets (Questions 1-6), do you agree that the 
proposed approach as a whole should be blished as the new 
approach for determining the derecognition of financial If not, 
why? Do you believe that the alternative approach set out in the 
alternative views should established as the new derecognition 
approach i , and, if why? If not, why? What alternative 

h would you why? 

As discussed in our covering letter we do not agree that the proposed approach should be 
established as the new approach for determining the derecognition of financial assets This is 
primarily because it fails to reflect the transferor's exposure to the rights and obligations of the 
financial asset. 

For example, under the proposed model it is likely that few, if any, factoring arrangements will 
be derecognised, since the transferor typically will retain servicing rights that would be 
considered to be a form of continuing involvement, as removal rights are not substantive, 
Equally, securitisation transactions in which the entity retains an insignificant, disproportionate 
interest in the transferred assets (such as a senior interest) will also fail derecognition, 
resulting in the recognition of an associated liability in respect of which the transferor has no 
obligation to transfer resources, other than to pass on cash received from the assets, 
Repurchase agreements (or 'repo' transactions), however, will achieve derecognition, despite 
these being viewed almost universally as financing arrangements, with the transferred asset 
being collateral against a borrowing 

Furthermore, as discussed in our response to question 5 above, we do not support the 
definition of control used in the proposed model. 

The Alternative View considers whether the transferor has access at present, for its own 
benefit, to all of the cash flows or other economic benefits of the financial asset. At a 
conceptual level we support the approach outlined in the Alternative View, This model has 
the following advantages over the proposed model: 

.. It results in the recognition of assets in respect of which future economic benefits will flow 
to the entity, and does not result in the recognition of liabilities for which the entity has no 
obligation to give up its resources: 

" It considers control over the cash flows of the asset from the transferor's perspective, and 
aVOids an overlay of risks and rewards 

" It is not bUilt on the premise that assets are 'sticky', two entities with the sallie contractual 
nghts and obligations Will account for them consistently, Irrespective of whether one of the 
entities preViously owned the transfen'ed asset. and 

.. It significantly reduces compleXity In determliling wrlen finanCial assets shoulcJ be 
cJerecognlsed compared to both tile current model and the proposed model 

As discussed In our covering letter, we are concerneci ti)at the model results III gam or loss 
recognition In the Income statement on a finanCial asset In Its entlfety even though there has 
been no change 111 the transferor's rights to sOrY)e of the underlymg cash flows of that asset 
anel the asset representmg those retained cash flows continues to be carried at amortised 
cost As discussed In our response to question 3 above, we are also concerned that the 
alternative model results In cierecognltion for repurchase agreements and stock lendm9 
arrangernellts, wilich does not reflect the way In which both usel's ;mel preparers view these 
transactions We suggest III our covellllg letter amendments to the model outlifleci 111 the 
Alternative View that would address tllese concerns 



In the context of the Alternative View as set out in the ED, we find the notion of 'present 
access' to cash flows confusing. It is unclear, for example, whether a transferor with an 
option to reacquire an asset has present access to the cash flows, or whether it needs to 
exercise the option before having access, at present, to ttlose cash flows. It is also unclear 
whether the transferee's ability to sell the transferred asset impacts whether the entity has 
present access to the cash flows of that asset for its own benefit where there is a repurchase 
right and obligation. We note that there are similarities between the term "present access" 
and the concept of "potential voting rights" in ED10. If the Board decides to pursue this model, 
we would recommend that these issues are addressed in the final standard. 

Question 8 - Interaction nCU'UfO idation a nition 

in December 2008, the rd an re 10 
Consolidated Financial Statements. As noted in paragraphs 28 and 

29, the Board believes that its proposed approach to derecognition of 
financial in this exposure draft is similar the approach 
proposed in 10 (albeit derecognition applied at the level 
and liabilities, whereas consolidation is the entity level). Do 
you ree that the proposed derecognition and consolidation 
approaches are If not, why? Should any 

it finalises the re d 
and why? If the were to consider adopting the alternative 
approach, do you believe that that approach would be compatible with 
the proposed consolidation approach? 

We do not believe that the proposed derecognition model is compatible with the approach to 
consolidation set out in ED10. Consolidation focuses on the reporting entity's ability to 
exercise control assets and liabilities to obtain benefits; the approach to control proposed in 
the exposure draft assesses what others can do with the transferred asset. This difference in 
approach can result in divergent conclusions regarding whether the transferor controls an 
asset. An example of such a scenario is set out in our response to Question 5. 

The requirement that the transferee should have a practical ability to dispose of the asset 
relies disproportionately on a single Indicator of whether the transferee controls the asset. 

We believe that the alternative approach is compatible with the proposed consolidation 
approach The alternative approach assesses whether the transferor has control over all of 
the future economic benefits Inherent In the asset 

Question 9 - Derecognition of financial liabilities 

Do you ree with amendments to the principle for 
derecognition of financial liabilities in raph If not, why? How 
would you to amend that principle i , and why? 

We agree Willi the proposed prinCiple for the derecognltJon of fillancial IlabllltJes In the 
exposure draft We recommend that tillS IS modified to require derecognltlon when the liability 
ceases to qualify as a financiallidt)lllty of the entity The second sentence of paragraph 39/\ 
appears to be elrlven by the clef1Jlltlon of a liability In the Framework and I/\S 3'7. ratller tharl 
the definition of a flf12lllclal liability III lAS 32 Ti,e proposed wordlllg COIlStlCllllS tile 
ClfClHllsti1nCes 111 willell a l'ecogr1JsecJ financial liability ceases to qUelilfy as a IlalJillty to those 



where the present obligation is eliminated and the entity is no longer required to transfer 
economic resources in respect of that obligation This constraint will result in an entity 
continuing to recognise a liability for a continuing obligation that does not meet the definition 
of a financial liability. 

For example, an obligation to deliver the entity's own equity instruments may cease to meet 
the definition of a financial liability In lAS 32 where the number of equity instruments becomes 
fixed subsequent to initial recognition. We believe that such obligations should also be 
derecognised when they no longer meet the definition of a financial liability 

The existing '10% test' regarding both exchanges of, and modifications to, debt Instruments 
with the creditor has been retained in paragraph 40A and AG62. We recommend that 
paragraph 428 should be expanded to clarify that the effective interest rate should be reset 
for debt instruments for which the modification was not substantial In the absence of such a 
statement it may be argued that AG8 should be applied to the financial liability, giving rise to a 
gain or loss on re-measurement; this treatment would be inconsistent with the requirement in 
paragraph 428 that costs or fees incurred should be amortised over the remaining term of the 
liability. 

10 -

ree with nee 
in ragraphs 106 107? If not, why? How would you 
amend that gu nee instead, and why? 

We agree with the proposed amendments to the transition guidance in paragraphs 106 and 
107 

Question 11 - Disclosures 

Do you agree with the proposed amendments to IFRS 7? If not, why? 
How would you propose to amend those requirements instead, and 
why? 

The proposed disclosure requirements are voluminous Paragraph 42C requires an entity to 
disclose information that enables users to evaluate the nature of risks associated with the 
entity's continuing involvement in those derecognised financial assets However, paragraphs 
42D and 42E mandate an extensive 'shopping list' of infonT)ation that is likely to obscure 
relevant IIlformation behind an excess of detail. Indeed, the disclosures for derecognised 
financial assets are significantly greater than for those financial assets that the entity still 
controls 

We suggest that a principle srlOuld be established for disclosures The principle could be 
used by preparers of finanCial statements to provide appropriate and nsk focused disclosllres 
Tile prinCiple should be applied (0 all financial assets which are subject to a (I"ansfer and In 
whlcll tile entity I,as l"etall1ed an Interest Under such a principle an entity would be reqlmecl 
to disclose II)fOlmatlon to the extent that It IS necessary for an unclerstandlnq of the effect that 
such trallsactlons have or may have. on Its fll1anclal position profit or loss. liqUidity and 
capital resources 
The transitional proviSions proposed III paragraph 1 06 r(~qulre prospective application of the 
cJerecognltion I"equlrements to transactions after the effective date of the amendment ThiS 
transitional arrangement elin,mates the need to assess prevIous transfers for derecogllltlOI) 
under the proposed amendment. The transitional prOVISions In IFRS 7 44H however. require 
the entity to make disclosures basecl on an assessment of historical transfers under the 



proposed amendment. In view of the conclusion reached In respect of assessing transfers for 
derecognition prospectively, which we support, we consider the disclosure requirement to be 
excessively onerous. We therefore believe that, consistent with the proposed amendment to 
lAS 39, the proposed disclosures should be applied prospectively to transfers after the 
effective date, or an earlier date provided that the entity obtained the information needed to 
apply the amendments at the time it initially accounted for those transactions. 

Other Comments 

Issues have arisen in practice regarding the accounting for the modification of a financial 
asset that results from a renegotiation between the borrower and lender. Under existing 
guidance there is no transfer of a financial asset. The derecognition, or otherwise, of the 
financial asset (and related recognition of a new asset for the renegotiated debt) IS therefore 
dependent on an assessment of whether the rights to the cash flows of the asset are deemed 
to have expired as a result of the renegotiation. 

Consistent with the existing derecognition model in lAS 39, paragraph 40A of the exposure 
draft requires an assessment of whether a modification in terms of a financial liability is 
substantial We recommend that the Board should consider whether similar guidance is 
required for modifications to financial assets. 

ij 




